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ÿþMore branding on the insoles, leather tongue and nike air max 2016 womens heel tab completes the
overall details.Look for the Nike Air Force 1 Low Jewel in mushroom, sail and silt red colorways at select
Nike stores and online today for a retail price tag of $150 each. If you remember, this colorway of the
Nike Kyrie 3 was introduced in February, when it was worn by Kyrie Irving himself during the Three-Point
Contest for this year� s All-Star festivities. Now, we� ll be seeing it more often since it� ll be dropping at
retailers this weekend. The basketball sneaker sports a classic � BRED� colorway that is definitely a
crowd pleaser.  

Dressed in a colorway of white and silver, the sneaker is highlighted by turbo green accents across its
entire makeup to complete its eye-catching design. Look for this colorway of the Nike Air Zoom Spiridon
at select Nike retailers nike air max 2016 mens and online today, April 13 for a retail price tag of $150.
This Nike SB Dunk Low plans to celebrate 4/20, the day of smoking and celebrating cannabis with its
Galaxy theme, as it pretty much reflects that moment like you re getting high and reaching for the stars.
The upper features an iridescent star pattern that is printed on a patent leather overlay.  

Black mesh is used for the sides, fat tongue and lining, while a white midsole and translucent outsole
completes the design. Look for the Nike SB Dunk Low � 420� to drop at select Nike SB stores and
online on April 20 for a retail price tag of $100. Keep it locked to KicksOnFire for more updates.After
starting off pretty hot, the Nike LunarCharge has cooled down a bit. One main reason is because Nike
has not dished out as many colorways as they were a couple months back. Looking to make the model a
staple in your Spring rotation, we can expect Nike to release new colorways of the silhouette such as the
Nike LunarCharge Safari you see above in the coming months.  

The Nike PG 1 and the Nike Kyrie 3 both nike air max 2016 black rock a similar look as a Black upper is
given a nice bold pop by way of the Blue and Purple gradients on areas such as the midsole, tongue,
lining, branding and strap. Lastly, the Nike LeBron 14 opts for a White upper contrasted by the hits of
Black and University Red found throughout. Expect the entire Nike Basketball Flip The Switch Signature
Pack to release on May 5th with prices ranging from $110 � $175. Which pair from the pack are you
feeling the most? As for me, I d nike air max 2016 sale have to go with the KD Elite or PG 1.
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